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SUMMARY
Area1 shot records due to focused sources (CFP gathers) are used to generate image gathers. The high quality of
those image gathers allow an accurate assessment of the underlying velocity model.
Introduction
If we assume that the correct migration algorithm has been used (see part I), errors in seismic images may still be
present due to errors in the underlying velocity model. The standard way of detecting velocity errors is to search
for misalignments in image gathers. However, the low signal-to-noise ratio of image gathers may make the
analysis difficult. Image gathers from CFP gathers have the significant advantage that each member trace
involves the contribution of many Fresnel zones and therefore has a relatively high signal content.
The forward model
The so-called WRW-model is an attractive starting point for the derivation of seismic processing algorithms.
The discrete version for primary reflections can be formulated as (Berkhout, 1984):
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where for primary reflections (Figure la):
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In the early nineties focusing has been introduced as a special version of target-oriented wavefield synthesis
(Berkhout, 1992). Using this concept for upgoing as well as downgoing wavefields, the seismic imaging
equations can be reformulated in terms of two consecutive numerical focusing processes (Berkhout, 1997;
Thorbecke, 1997).
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Migration of CFP gathers
Let us consider the expression of a CFP gather due to focusing in emission
a
with

where

represents the focusing operator for focus point

Equation (2a) formulates a weighted addition of shot records around lateral position

. As was explained in

Berkhout (1997), focusing in emission can be seen as the synthesis of the area1 shot record,

,

, due to

target-oriented area1 source (Figure 1 b):

This means that a CFP gather can be migrated with a shot record migration algorithm. If we make use of the
recursive
algorithm, the computational scheme can be summarized as follows:
1.

Forward extrapolate the focused source

for
2.

Inverse extrapolate the CFP gather

for
3.

.

Apply the scalar imagingprinciple
C

being a diagonal matrix of reflection coefficients.

The proposed migration scheme for 3-D multi-source CFP gathers may have significant advantages compared to
the traditional migration scheme for 3-D single-source shot records, from the quality as well as the economy
point of view. Experiments indicate that irregular sampling is not a problem, stabilization of the imaging
principle
is not critical, the spatial sampling of the focus point positions
may be sparse and we
may choose
It is also important to realize that the CFP image gathers may have a significantly better quality than the
traditional image gathers (e.g. based on common-offset input), since many Fresnel zones contribute to one trace
in the CFP image gather. In addition, updating the velocity model does not require the generation of new CFP
gathers. Figure 2 shows a comparison between shot record migration (left) and CFP gather migration (right).
Note the excellent quality of CFP-gather migration.
Figure 3 shows two image gathers based on shot records (left) and based on CFP gathers (right). Note the
significantly better quality of the image gather based on CFP gathers.
Conclusions
To assess the validity of velocity models, it is recommended to analyse image gathers that are based on migrated
CFP gathers. In the situation of misalignment, the operators should be updated by applying ‘the principle of
equal traveltime’ (Berkhout, 1997).
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Remark
The focusing operators for the generation of 3-D multi-source CFP gathers may include the propagation
properties of a complex near surface; this new approach to the ‘statics problem’ can be realized by making use of
the principle of equal traveltime. This aspect makes the migration of CFP gathers also very promising for land
data.
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a. shot record

b. CFP gather

Figure 1: The forward model of a shot record (Ieft) and a CFP gather (right).

a. shot record migration

b. CFP gather migration

Figure 2: A comparison between migration of shot records (a) and CFP gathers (b), using a 500 m spacing
between the source points and focus points respectively.
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a. image gather based on shot
record migration (4000m)

c. image gather based on shot
record migration (6000m)

b. image gather based on CFP
gather migration (4000m)

d. image gather based on CFP
gather migration (6000m)

Figure 3: A comparison between image gathers based on shot record migration (a, c) and CFP gather migration
(b, d) respectively.
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